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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLF.AR REACTOR REGULAi!ON

RELATED TO AMENDHr.NT NO.110 TO FACILITY OPERAT?NG LICENSE WPF-5

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, ET AL.

b DotAET NO. 50-366

EDWIN 1. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 2
_

1.0 1hTR000CTION

By letter dated October 5,1990, Georgia Power Company, et al. (the licensee)
proposed changes to the Technical Specifications |TSs) for the Edwin 1. Hatch
Nuclear Plant, Unit 2. The proposed changes to 1Ss 3.3.S.1 and Table 3.3.9.1-1
would achieve compliance with the Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS)
Rule 10 CFR 50.62; changes to Table 3.3,9.1-2 would reflect performance parameters
of new equipinent; and changes to Table 4.3.9.1-1 would reflect changes in the
minimum frequency for instrument checks and ninimum frequency for instrument
functiona) tests.

2.0 EVA1UATION,

'

The following evaluation addresses the changes disensed above.

(1) In Table 3.3.9.1 '1, "ATWS Recirculation Pump Trip System Instrumentation,"
the required operable channels per trip system would be changed from "1" to
"2" tc provide for a two-out-of-two logic scheme. The Action Stitements in3

TS 3.3.9.1 would be modified to allow continued plant operation with an
inoperable channel placed in its trip-condition.

(2) In Table 3.3.9.1-?, "ATWS Recirculation Pump Trip Sjstem Instrumentation {Setpoints", the a'siowable va)ues would be changed to be consistent.wlth
the calculations performed for the new equipment.

(3) In Table 4.3.9.1-1, the surveillance frequency of the channel check for
'

the reactor pressure "ATWS Recirculation Pump Trip Actuation Instrumentation
Surveillance Requirements" would be changett to once per shift and the
surveillance frequency of the channel functional test-for the reactor
vessel water level and the reactor pressure instrument would be : hanged to
once per month.
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By ietter dated October 19, 1988, the licensee committed to modify the recirculation
pump trip (RPT) actuatior, logic to a two-out-of-two logic configuration fr:e fyg
existing one-out-of-two logic. The modified RPT design has two trip .:fsta 6.

,

Each trip system utilizes a recundant trip logic. The "two-out-of-two" rs.rt ar
vessel water low-low (level 2) or "two-out-of-two" reactor vessei hiqh pre'ssure

.f.would trip boih recirculation pun.ps.
e

Thc proposed TS change recognizes that, in the modif/ed p' sign, a channel con ht
placed in the trip tondition without causing an ATWS RP7 v.'uation. Action

) Statement b states that:

"With the number of OPERABLE cnannel: one less than required
by the Minimun. OPERABLE Channels pec T. ip Syr' et requirement ;
for one er bcth trip systems, piacc the taopcr:cle channil
in the tripped Londition within 1 hour."

\
Action Statement c further clarifies that;

'

"With the nyalier of OPERABLE channels two less than required
by the Minimum CPERABLE Channois per Trip System requirement
for one. trip syttee and,

~1. If the operable channels consist of one reactor vessel '

water level channel and one reactor vessel pressure channel,
place both inoperable channels in the tripped condition
within 1 hour.

2. If the incperable channels include two reactor vessel water
leve:1 chcnnels or two reactor vessel pressure channels,
decitre the trip system inoperable."

The hP.C staff finds that with two trip systems and each trip system utilizing
a "two out-of-two" actuation logic, tripping a channel will satisfy half of
the logic, and & val'd signol will cause a recirculati6n pump trip. Therefore,
placing an inoparabl! channel in the tripped condition will not inhibit an
ATWS+RPT actuatior, 5.nould an ATWS event occur. The proposed changes are
consistent uith the draft BWR Standard Technical Specifications (STSs) being
imp'lemented in the Intproved Technical Specification Program,
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With respect to the proposed change of the setpoint values in Table 3.3.9.1-2,
the current practice in the BWR STSs and in the proposed Improved Technical
Specifications for BWR$ is to specify allowabic values rather than analytt al
limits. The licensee proposed to change the ATWS RPT vessel pressure end vessel
water level trip settings in Table 3.3.9.1 2 to reflect the allowable value
rather than the an61ytical limits. The tilowable value is established from
each analytical limit by accounting for instrument accuracy, calibration and
drift uncertainties, as well as process measurement accuracy and primary element
accuracy. The setpoint methodology used to make this conversion from analytical
limits to all;wable values was approved by the hRC in Amendment 39 to the Unit 2
TSs. The allowable values are consistent with the allowable values in the
Energency Core Cooling System (ECCS) instrumentation TSs.

The proposed changes require instrument channel check at a minimun frequency
of once per shift and instrument functional tests at a minimum frequency of
once per month. These checks and functional tests are more frequent than
those now specified Lnd, therefore, would provide equal or better assurance
of system availability.

Baseo on our review of the licensee's submittals, the NRC staff finds that the
proposed changes to the Hatch Unit 2 TS Section 3/4.3.9, " RECIRCULATION PUMP
TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION," are consistent with the modified design that
enhances the system's Lbility to respond and niitigate the consequences of an
ATWS event. The modification and the proposed TS revision have no adverse
impact on safety and do not pose an undue risk to public health and safety, and
are, therefore, acceptable.

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIO_N

This amendment invc,1ves changes in requirements with respect to the installetion
or use of facility components located within the restricted area as defined in
10 CFR Part 20 and changes in surveillance requirements. The staff hasi

| determined tha; the amentiment inyclves no significant increase in the amounts,
and no significut chang in the types, of any effluents that may be released

i offsite, and that there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has previously issued a'

proposed finding that the amendment involves no significant hazards considera-
tion, and there has been no public coment on such finding. Accordingly, the
amendment meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth
ta 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact
statement or Environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the
issuance of the amendment.
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4.0 MNCLUSION

The Comission' proposed determination that the amendment involves no si
hazards censideration was g,ublished in the Federal Register (55 FR 53070)gnificanton
December 26, 1990. The Coi...iission consulted with the State of Georgia. No.public
comments were received, and the State of Georgia did not have any connents.

The staff has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1)
there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public.will not be
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) such activities will ae
conducted in compliance with the Comission's regulations, and the issuance of
this amendment will not be inimical to the comon defense and ser 'rity or to the
health and safety of the puolic.

Principal Contributor: Kahtan N. Jabbour, PDi!.3/DRP-1/II, NRP,;

Frank Rinaldi, PD!l.3, ORP.1/II, NRR.
Hulbert C. Li, SICB/ DEST /NRR

Dated: March 25, 1991
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